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The issues and implementation of a clinical event monitor are described. An event monitor generates messages for providers, patients, and organizations based on clinical events and patient data. For example, an order for a medication might trigger the generation of a warning about a drug interaction. A model based on the active database literature has as its main components an event (which triggers a rule to fire), a condition (which tests whether an action ought to be performed), and an action (often the generation of a message). The details of implementing such a monitor are described, using as an example the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center clinical event monitor, which is based on the Arden Syntax for Medical Logic Modules. © 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical event monitors improve the quality and reduce the cost of health care by delivering information to health care providers when and where they need it. This delivery of information may take several forms. The monitor may warn a provider about a medication because of allergy, drug interaction, or side effect (1–3). It may interpret laboratory tests (2, 3). It may remind a provider about following up on a screening test (3, 4). It may suggest a diagnosis or new treatment option (2, 3, 5, 6). The monitor may coordinate a complex clinical protocol, making sure that each provider is aware of his or her part in the plan (2, 7, 8). The goal of a clinical event monitor is not to replace the health care provider, but to make his or her job easier.

These automated guardians have been in real use for over 20 years (9), but until recently, their penetration into the health care market was minor. Now with more widespread computerization of health care institutions, stronger focus on health care cost and quality, and larger networks of health care providers, the interest in clinical event monitors has grown (1–38).

Using a clinical event monitor effectively can be a challenge, however. Each group that installs one ends up wrestling with similar issues. The purpose of this
paper is to explore the theoretical and practical issues related to implementing and using a clinical event monitor, so that future users can benefit from past experience. The focus of this paper is not on the medical issues, but rather on the technical issues that arise from the medical requirements (for example, robustness, performance, flexibility). Where appropriate, examples will be drawn from the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center (CPMC) clinical event monitor (10) and from several clinical event monitors in the literature.

REQUIREMENTS

A great number of problems in health care can be addressed according to a fairly simple scenario. In his or her course through the health care system, a patient engages in a series of clinically relevant events. Telephoning for an appointment, showing up at a clinic, being registered, being interviewed by a health care provider, being examined, having tests scheduled, undergoing tests, getting test results, having treatment prescribed, undergoing the treatment, and following up on progress are all examples of clinical events. The role of the clinical event monitor is to track the numerous events; pick out those about which it has some knowledge; look for clinically important situations; and, if appropriate, send a message to the providers. For example, the act of prescribing penicillin is an event. The event monitor may have in its knowledge base a rule that produces a warning when a patient is prescribed a medication to which he or she is allergic. If a penicillin allergy is discovered, a warning will be sent to the provider who wrote the prescription. The earliest and the most successful clinical event monitors have addressed this simple scenario.

Event Requirements

The phrase “clinical event” is very general, because it is intended to cover a broad range of occurrences. Anything that a patient does, and anything that happens to a patient can be considered an event. Most health care computer systems capture only a small fraction of occurrences that could be considered clinical events. The events that are most commonly captured today are registration events such as visit, admit, discharge, and transfer information; the receipt and results of laboratory tests; the distribution of medications by pharmacy; and the scheduling of major procedures. To a lesser degree, orders for tests and medications; actual dispensing of medications to patients; clinical observations of the patient (especially vital signs); and history, assessment, and plan for the patient may be available.

Clinical events can be defined even more broadly. The arrival of a provider to a location and the act of signing on to a clinical information system can be considered events. The occurrence of instants in time are events. They may be single events, such as the instant at 14:35 on October 10, 1995, or they may be a series of events, such as the arrival of winter or the first day of the month. Any of these events may trigger the clinical event monitor into action.
Data Requirements

The event monitor requires more than just the triggering event to come to most conclusions. For example, to send a message about a drug allergy, the monitor requires both a medication ordering event (for example, an order for penicillin) and access to patient data (for example, the presence of a penicillin allergy noted in an earlier encounter). Making a diagnosis, suggesting a treatment, and critiquing an action generally require a great deal of data.

As with events, only a small fraction of the clinical data that are really generated are captured in a patient database. Registration data, laboratory data, and pharmacy data are commonly available. Textual reports of discharge summaries, radiology exams, pathology studies, etc., are often available, but have limited use to a clinical event monitor without proper coding. Coded history, physical exam, assessment, and plan are available much less often.

A clinical event monitor will be only useful to the degree that the clinical encounter is captured, both as clinical events and as data in the patient database. This single issue, the difficulty capturing the clinical encounter, is the single most important stumbling block to the widespread use of clinical event monitors. The solution is beyond clinical event monitors themselves; it requires a concerted, expensive effort to collect clinical data in electronic form. As existing event monitors continue to show effectiveness, however, the incentive to collect data will increase.

Most health care organizations do not have a single, consistent, centralized patient database. Instead, data are available in bits and pieces, spread throughout the organization in various formats and coding schemes. Yet these data are critical to the clinical event monitor, so they must be made available either through interfaces or collection in a common repository.

Condition (Logic) Requirements

Once the monitor has been triggered by an event, it must carry out some sort of reasoning process to decide whether an action is warranted. In many cases, the reasoning is specified as a set of clinical criteria, which might include the presence of a disease, a laboratory test that exceeds a threshold, age limits, etc. If the criteria are met then a message is sent to the appropriate provider.

More complex diagnostic and therapeutic recommendations may require knowledge in a form that is difficult to express as a set of criteria. Such knowledge must often be elicited from experts and encoded in a knowledge base that support complex reasoning.

Protocols, including practice guidelines and care plans, deserve special mention. While they are often expressed as a set of criteria and actions, they are often difficult to implement due to very complex logic flow, sophisticated temporal reasoning requirements, and interaction among several health care providers.

An additional critical function of the event monitor’s logic is to filter the incoming data. It is easy to forget that the raw data that are stored in a patient database require a great deal of processing to produce useful information. Raw
data that providers seem to use effortlessly must undergo explicit processing when used by an automated system. A simple example is the result of a blood test, such as the serum potassium. Without being conscious of it, a provider makes a number of checks to ensure reliable data: is the value recent enough to be relevant or is it a year old; is it a valid number or is the result “hemolyzed”; is the number within a reasonable range or is it an obvious laboratory error such as 500 mEq/liter; and is it consistent with other values or has it undergone an unlikely change, such as several mEq/liter in minutes in a patient who is in no distress.

Action Requirements

Once the criteria are met, a number of different actions might be indicated. A message may be sent to a provider by electronic mail, through a paging system, through the electronic patient record, via a facsimile machine, over surface mail, or through a human intermediary. The method will depend on the urgency of the message and the availability of the provider. If a provider does not acknowledge that a message was received, then an alternate route may be chosen. A message may instead go to a patient or the patient’s family. It must be possible to review all messages that have been sent for a patient.

Actions besides the generation of messages are useful. The monitor may interact with other computer systems. For example, the event monitor may help determine when the paper chart should be scheduled for retrieval before a clinic appointment. It might help allocate resources in a clinic, such as scheduling the necessary supplies for the procedures that are expected the next day.

Despite its name, a clinical event monitor is often used for administrative reports and functions: monitoring length of stay, measuring resource usage, coding records, checking insurance eligibility, etc. Event monitors can play a major role in quality assurance, such as detecting adverse drug events.

Performance Requirements

Clinical event monitors derive their benefit from serving as tireless observers, constantly monitoring clinical events. Without adequate performance, the monitor will fall behind, resulting in tardy messages. Once this is recognized, implementors will tend to limit the purposes the system is used for, thus limiting its benefit. The monitor must perform well enough to handle the expected workload. Then it must have sufficient reserve to handle the new uses that providers think of.

This is no easy task, however. At a large organization like Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center (50,000 admissions and 700,000 outpatient visits per year), for example, 7000 laboratory tests are performed per day. Each test is associated with several events: ordering, collection, acknowledgment of receipt, execution, preliminary reporting, and final reporting. Pharmacy has a similar magnitude of events, and all the other ancillary departments combined represent another similarly sized group. If it were possible to capture history and physical informa-
tion, there would be an additional huge load. We estimate the need to handle 10 events per second at peak times at CPMC.

Reliability Requirements

Given the number of events processed per day, it is possible for a small error to cause the event monitor to generate a large number of erroneous messages. Such a problem occurred once at CPMC, when it generated 93 erroneous tuberculosis warnings in a few minutes (39). Such errors undermine confidence in the system. Errors in which messages fail to appear or contain erroneous text are also damaging. The monitor must be reliable.

Because the monitor interfaces with so many systems—applications that produce events, databases, and routing applications—the potential for error is great. Besides the usual concerns about computer system failures and network failures, the difficulty coordinating the many different groups responsible for the systems can lead to further problems. For example, a change in the laboratory coding scheme will lead to errors in the event monitor if it is not modified to accommodate the change. Even if tools and procedures are available to reduce these errors, some will always occur, and the event monitor must have a means to handle them gracefully.

Flexibility and Ease of Use Requirements

The medical knowledge represented in the clinical event monitor is complex and the environment that the monitor sits in is complex, including all the systems the monitor interfaces to. Changes are constantly occurring in medical protocols, laboratory instrumentation, disease patterns, institutional priorities, ancillary departmental computer systems, communication protocols, etc. The event monitor must be capable of accommodating many different types of knowledge, events, and data, and it must be easy to maintain.

The acquisition of clinical knowledge from experts and databases must be made as easy as possible. The acquisition of knowledge is an enormous bottleneck to the expansion of the monitor to its potential.

Model

While the earliest uses of event monitors were in health care (9), in more recent years event monitors have been put to more general use. The following model is derived from computer science’s active database literature (40–42).

An active database consists of a standard database (usually relational) and an event monitor. The event monitor, in turn, consists of a set of rules and mechanisms to run the rules against the database. Events such as database operations cause the triggering of a rule. The rule’s condition consists of queries to the database. If the condition is satisfied (at least one query is non-null), then the rule’s action, which consists of other database operations, is executed. Active databases have been used, for example, to maintain database referential integrity.
We have had to make only minor modifications and extensions to the basic active database model to better accommodate health care requirements. In this extended model, a rule consists of the following components:

- rule identifier—unique handle for the rule
- mapping (data) definition—defines the mapping from the rule components to the database and external environment
- event (evoke) definition—what triggers the rule
- event-condition coupling mode—event and condition transaction linkage
- condition (logic) definition—criteria that determine whether to perform the action
- condition-action coupling mode—condition and action transaction linkage
- action definition—operation to carry out if the condition is met
- timing constraints—deadlines, priorities, urgencies
- contingency plans—in case of error or if time constraints are not met
- attributes—supplies further context for the rule

The flow is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The components are defined in further detail below.

The research in active databases has been focused on performance issues such as transaction modeling, efficient evaluation of overlapping conditions, scheduling transactions, active DBMS architecture, nested transactions, and performance monitoring. The focus of research in clinical event monitors has been different. The knowledge base is important because of the vast number of potential rules and the fuzziness and complexity of those rules. The database serves a critical role because of the amount of data and the different types of data. Performance has focused largely on database access.

**Rule Knowledge Base**

How to represent rules is a long-debated issue. It is possible to code the rules in the programming language of the clinical information system (1). This is useful
to get a quick start and prove the concept, but the relative difficulty coding new rules leads to other alternatives.

Several successful clinical event monitors have used procedural rules languages specifically designed for health care. HELP (43) and CARE (3) are two early ones. The Arden Syntax for Medical Logic Modules (11) grew out of the two earlier languages. The Arden Syntax is also based in part on the active database literature; this is reflected in its slots, which closely match the components of an active database rule: filename, evoke, data, logic, action, etc. Arden Syntax rules are called Medical Logic Modules. An example is shown in Fig. 2. A detailed
discussion of the Arden Syntax and its use in event monitors has been published (44, 45).

An extension to the SQL relational database query language has also been used in active relational databases. This has the advantage that it is a standard (except for its extensions), but coding health rules in SQL can be tedious.

Nonprocedural rule languages have been used (22, 29, 32, 34, 37). One such system (29) that is in wider use boasts the ability to use fuzzy logic, but its inability to handle lists of information (for example, the last 10 potassium levels) and its limited ability to manipulate data (for example, convert raw codes to a usable form) make it less useful in health care.

Which representation is best depends on the task at hand. The procedural languages are easy to implement, easy to learn, and powerful enough to convert the raw data found in databases to useful information. For discrete, modular rules with many links outside the event monitor itself, a procedural language is a good choice. For knowledge bases with a huge number of rules composed of trivial queries, a language based on SQL or simple declarative clauses is appropriate. For systems with complex protocols, a language specialized to the purpose may be appropriate.

The discussion about knowledge base representations will continue and is worthy of far more space. The reader is referred to other discussions (22, 23, 26, 44, 46). The focus of this paper is on the general issues of implementing a clinical event monitor. No matter which representation is chosen, many of the implementation issues are similar because much of the difficulty lies in the interface to the outside world (events, database queries, message routing), and this interface is necessary regardless of the rule representation. At CPMC we use the Arden Syntax, and the discussion below on rule condition will focus on procedural languages.

Knowledge Base Maintenance

The following basic operations are allowed on rules:
- **create**—create a new rule
- **update**—modify a rule
- **activate**—enable a rule to be triggered
- **deactivate**—disable a rule from being triggered
- **fire**—performed by the system when a triggering event occurs

While rules can be deactivated, and therefore prevented from firing, rules generally cannot be deleted. This allows a record to be kept of all rules that have ever fired.

**Event Component**

**Event Types**

A clinical event monitor must support a range of event types. A summary of event types follows:
database operation—insert, update, delete, select, etc. (before or after the operation)
• temporal event—absolute, relative, periodic
• abstract event—detected and signaled by users or external programs
• composite event—sequences of other events

The storage of data in the patient database represents a common and important source of events. In health care, rules are usually triggered after the database operation. For example, after a laboratory result is stored, a rule might check whether the result is within acceptable limits. Less commonly, a rule may be triggered before the database operation, usually to set up some context for the database operation itself.

Temporal events include absolute points in time, points in time that are defined relative to some baseline event (for example, 3 days after surgery), and periodic series of points in time. Abstract events refer to all events that originate from outside the system. The most common sources for such events are clinical applications. Composite events consist of sequences of other events.

Event Notification Message Definition

The event notification message serves several purposes. Its primary purpose is to tell the event monitor what type of event just occurred, so that the appropriate rules can be evoked. The message can pass pertinent event information to the rule, and it can pass pertinent application information to the rule.

The following event notification message format is used at CPMC:

Event definition
• medical record number—defines the patient
• event type—order, result, ADT, diagnosis, etc.
• event code—blood count, admit, pneumonia, . . .
• event time—time that the triggering event occurred

Event data—for events involving the storage of data
• event data accession number—unique key for the data in the database
• event data primary time—for example, time that a sample was drawn
• event data status—for example, preliminary, final
• event data mode—specifies whether the data are available in a cache

Application information—refers to the application that generates the event
• evocation mode—defines application-specific event-condition coupling
• routing mode—allows the application to override the rule’s default routing
• routing destination—allows an application to receive a message
• now—the monitor may run as of some time in the past; used for debugging

Triggering information
• trigger mode—normal event driven or a direct call to a particular rule
• rule identifier—name of the rule to be called in direct mode
• evocation count—prevents runaway rules

Events are defined by a pair of codes: the event type and event code. The distinction was made to avoid redundancy in the event definitions. Many clinical
events represent an action or operation between the patient and a clinical entity. The event type defines the action and the event code defines the entity. When a chest X-ray report is stored in the database, the event type is clinical data storage and the event code is chest X-ray. Because one clinical entity may participate in many different actions (event types), this separation reduces redundancy. For example, a blood test may be ordered, acknowledged, collected, received, processed, stored as preliminary result, and stored as final result. For some clinical events, such as temporal events, there is no reasonable event code, just an event type.

The patient to whom the event occurred is defined by the medical record number. The event time tells when the event occurred, such as the placement of an order or the posting of a result.

Some events, such as the storage of a laboratory result, are associated with patient data. In this case, the event notification message contains additional information about the event and its associated data. The accession number tells the rule exactly which data in the database were associated with the current event. The primary time is the most medically relevant time for the data associated with an event, and it is generally different from the event time. For example, the posting of a laboratory result has as its event time, the time that the data were posted but as its primary time, the time that the sample was drawn from the patient. (The primary time and status are included for increased performance; the accession number is sufficient to define the data uniquely.)

The application information allows an application to override the way a rule is executed. For example, an order entry application may cause a rule to send its action’s messages back to the application (so it can display the messages to the user) instead of the database. The triggering information allows a rule to be called directly. It is often used for debugging.

Database Event Generation

Implementation depends mainly on whether the patient database has database triggers available. The Sybase database management system (47) was among the first commercial databases to support database triggers, but many others are adding the feature. Given such a database, there are three options: use the system’s triggers and rules; exploit the triggers but use external rules; or do not exploit the feature at all. The first option is the quickest and easiest to implement. Database triggers are captured by the system at a very low level, improving efficiency and permitting application developers to write data manipulation queries directly against the database. The disadvantage is that the rules are generally limited in their ability to carry out complex inferencing and to interface to the outside world.

The second option relies on the database management system to notify the event monitor that a database event has occurred, but carries out rule processing outside the database. The advantage is that triggers are still captured at a low level, but the inferencing can be as complex as desired. That option is only available if the triggers are flexible enough to trigger external applications.
The third option, which is the only one available for database management systems without triggers, implements the entire event monitor outside the database. All applications that manipulate the database must notify the event monitor of the updates. This is less efficient than an internal mechanism and is prone to error when developers fail to perform the notification. In some clinical information systems, application developers are forced to make all database updates through a small number of data access routines. These routines automatically notify the event monitor of the updates, so the risk of missing events is reduced.

Temporal Events

Temporal events can be implemented with a temporal trigger database and a system clock. The database need only have a trigger time and the appropriate event notification message. Whenever the system clock time exceeds the trigger time, a daemon causes the event monitor to process the event notification message. How often the daemon polls the temporal trigger database depends on how accurate the actual triggering time must be. In most clinical applications, accuracy to a few minutes is sufficient, because they are not synchronous with a triggering application anyway.

While it may be possible to implement temporal triggers with operating system primitives, a separate temporal trigger database is preferred. Operating system primitives may not be robust against system crashes, and they are often limited in how long a time period they can accept.

Absolute time triggers are straightforward. The desired trigger time is simply inserted into the temporal trigger database. Those event monitors that execute rules in batches at night (3) can be represented as having a nightly event that trigger all the rules (although one would not implement it this way).

Relative time triggers are defined with respect to an initial baseline event. The baseline event, which can be of any type, triggers the system to add the desired time delay and place a record in the temporal trigger database. A separate program can perform this task, or, if rules are powerful enough, a rule can carry out the operation.

Periodic time triggers can be implemented similarly to relative time triggers. One method is to write the repeated triggers to the temporal trigger database all at once. Another method is to write records one at a time; as each record is executed, the next one is written. The advantage of the latter approach is that it is easier to terminate the series of triggers early. For example, if a rule is defined to fire every day for 10 days until a discharge summary appears, then if the summary appears on the first day, the nine remaining triggers in the database need not be deleted (or ignored).

Abstract and Composite Events

To create an abstract event, an application merely needs to send an appropriate event notification message to the event monitor. If the event monitor has been implemented entirely out of a database management system’s trigger and rule
mechanism, then it may be necessary to write a dummy message to the database to create a trigger.

The definition and implementation of composite events is complex. Generally, the goal is to trigger when a particular sequence of events occurs. The rule author must be able to specify an event ordering and time constraints on the maximum time acceptable between events. For example, one might trigger a rule if a patient undergoes a chest X-ray within 1 day after admission to a hospital. The pair of events, admission and chest X-ray, would be specified with a 1 day maximum time interval. While this is a convenient way to specify this example, a general implementation of all possible scenarios may not be worth the effort. It requires tracking the state of many partially completed events (for example, all admissions would need to be tracked pending the arrival of a chest X-ray).

An easier way to implement composite events is to support only simple events through the triggering mechanism and let the rule inferencing mechanism simulate complex events. For example, a rule that is triggered by chest X-rays could check to see if the patient had been admitted within the past day.

**Event–Condition Coupling**

**Modes**

Event–condition coupling defines how the transaction that generated the event (for example, storage of a potassium result) is linked to the transaction that evaluates the rule’s condition (the event monitor transaction). If they are part of the same logical unit of work, then an error in the rule evaluation will roll back the triggering event (undo the potassium storage). This is often undesirable in health care. In most real systems, if the event monitor is not working, one would not want to halt all storage to the patient database. The extreme importance of allowing health care providers to review clinical data usually overrides any concern about missed event monitor messages. The lost messages can usually be recovered by resending the data when the event monitor is again functioning.

At CPMC, the storage of data and event processing are always separate logical units of work. Coupling modes are still useful, however, for defining when and how the event processing occurs:

**Asynchronous.** In this mode, the event and the rule evaluation are done in separate, independent transactions. The application that generates the event merely gets back an acknowledgment that the event notification message was posted successfully. Systems that generate clinical data, such as the clinical laboratory, call the event monitor in asynchronous mode. Since there is no user to show the generated alerts, there is no need to wait for the event monitor messages.

**Synchronous.** In this mode, rules are evaluated within the same transaction as the event, but in a separate logical unit-of-work (that is, a commit statement lies between the event and the rule evaluation). The effect is that the application that generates the event waits for the triggered rules to be evaluated, but if rule evaluation fails, the event is not rolled back. This is used by applications that want to show its users the messages generated by the event monitor. Even if the
event monitor fails, the event will still be committed (for example, data will still be written to the patient database). When such an error does occur, the application may warn the user that the event monitor is not functioning properly. The above discussion concerns only those rules that are triggered immediately by an event; rules that are triggered some time delay after an event must, by definition, remain asynchronous. Messages generated after a delay will not be sent back to the calling application. The synchronous mode is used by applications in which the user enters data such as physical exam observations. When the data are stored, the user is shown any pertinent event monitor-generated message, but if the event monitor is not working, the data are still stored.

_Hypothetical._ This mode is similar to the synchronous mode, but it prevents any rules from running asynchronously. Rules that would have been evoked after a delay are not triggered. By also altering the rule’s routing of messages (see below) so none are actually sent to providers (part of the routing function), this mode allows an application to ask a hypothetical question: what would happen if this event were to occur? This is used to check for alert messages before processing an action. For example, before an order for a medication is stored, an application can ask the event monitor whether any alerts will be generated because of the order. If so, they are shown to the ordering provider, who then has a chance to cancel the order. Because no messages are actually routed and because no delayed rules will generate messages later on, the canceled order will have no lasting effect on the patient record. If the provider confirms the order, then a new event is generated which is no longer hypothetical.

In the hypothetical mode, it appears to the clinical user that there is a logical link between the triggering event and the event monitor messages. The application can be written so that a user cannot commit an event (a medication order) unless he or she acknowledges the event monitor’s messages (medication warnings). This link, however, is accomplished at the application level rather than using a single logical unit of work.

_Rule Triggering_

The event monitor must trigger the rules that are pertinent to the triggering event. The mechanism depends in part on how triggers are implemented, but most systems look similar (Fig. 3). When a rule is activated (that is, turned on so that it can be triggered), its event definition is extracted and stored in a trigger database. When event notification messages arrive, a query to the trigger database reveals which rules are pertinent to the event. The rules are executed, usually in arbitrary order. To gain efficiency, the trigger database may be read to a local cache.

**Mapping (Data) Component**

_Mapping_

While active databases do not have a “mapping” component, it is useful for clinical event monitors to distinguish the mapping component from the others.
Active databases are generally self-contained systems that can be expressed in a single (usually relational) model. A major focus of clinical event monitors is to interact with the outside world. The clinical databases are often external to the event monitor itself, and there may be several database models in use at once. The added complexity of an event monitor’s environment justifies the distinction.

The mapping component contains the mapping from objects referred to in the event, condition, and action components to entities in the database and in external applications. The most common mappings define queries to the patient database, but other mappings include event definitions, routing specifications, and links to other rules.

A number of major issues concern database queries. They are largely outside the scope of this paper, but will be mentioned here in brief. Vocabulary is a difficult and challenging issue. The variety of data that can be stored in a patient database is enormous. The number of terms necessary to code all the data probably exceeds 100,000. Furthermore, the terms have complex relations with each other. Methods and tools are available to manage such unwieldy vocabularies (48–50). Terms are usually organized into a class hierarchy. By exploiting classes, a rule can reduce redundancy and maintenance. Knowing the vocabulary term is necessary, but not sufficient. One must also know where and how it is stored in the database. The database schema holds this information. The vocabulary and schema will vary from institution to institution.

Aside from defining what one wants via the vocabulary and schema, there are a number of constraints and operators that we have found generally useful for
querying clinical data at CPMC. To understand a CPMC query, one must first understand the basic schema. Clinical objects are split into header and components. The header contains information that is common to all the components, such as the object type code, patient identifier, relevant times, status, and unique database key for that object. The components contain a component code, a value, and a link to its header; components may be nested. For example, a blood chemistry battery has a code in the header that identifies it as a chemistry battery. The individual tests are stored as components; so there would be a code for blood potassium and a value. Each clinical area (laboratory, pharmacy, patient management, textual reports, etc.) has its own header definition, because different attributes are relevant for different areas. Given this schema, a standard clinical query has the following fields:

**Patient identifier**
- medical record number—uniquely identifies a patient

**Data definition**
- data access module name—specifies the clinical area
- header codes—selects desired header objects
- component codes—selects desired components

**Query by key**
- key—for retrieving particular results, if one has its key
- type of key—database key or ancillary department accession number
- evoking—used when a data storage event triggers a rule; this parameter requests that the data that caused the triggering be retrieved

**Time constraints**
- begin time—beginning of search interval
- end time—end of search interval
- begin operator—specifies inclusive or exclusive for beginning of interval
- end operator—specifies inclusive or exclusive for end of interval

**Other constraints**
- status value—constraint data to particular statuses (final, preliminary, etc.)
- constraints—five single-character parameters specific to the clinical area (for example, in- or outpatient for patient management data)
- auxiliary string—forty characters for passing additional constraints for a clinical area

**Projection operators**
- display header—return attributes stored in the header (primary time, update time, header code, database key, accession number, status, alert flag; for pharmacy: start time, stop time, frequency, quantity)
- display component—return attributes stored in the components (component code, sequential component number, parent pointer, value type, value)

**Aggregation operator**
- aggregation function—chooses a function (none, last, first, min, max)
- aggregation number—how many results should be returned

**Sorting operator**
- ordered by—what to sort the results by (primary time, update time, status)
The event component of a rule specifies the rule’s triggering. It may be more convenient not to refer to institution-specific event codes in the event component, but rather to use the mapping component to map general terms (“storage of potassium”) to institution-specific event codes. The general terms can then be referred to in the event component. Placing the event mappings in the mapping component has two advantages. Because the condition and action can also refer to clinical events (for example, the condition may ask whether a particular event ever occurred on a patient, and the action may signal an event), grouping all the event mappings in the mapping component simplifies maintenance and may reduce redundant definitions of clinical events. As explained above, at CPMC events are defined by a pair of codes: an event type and an event code.

So many rules are triggered by the storage of data that in many systems the distinction between events and data is blurred. For example, one may retrieve the blood hematocrit and be triggered by the blood hematocrit. In fact, the rule is actually triggered by the storage of a blood hematocrit result. Two rules that refer to the same data (hematocrit) may be triggered by different events (storage of the result versus acknowledgment that the specimen was collected). It is therefore better to distinguish events from data.

The disadvantage of the distinction is that many mappings appear redundant: the definition of hematocrit and the definition of a hematocrit storage event. While we do not use the following method at CPMC, one can use implicit event definition to reduce the redundancy. Whenever the result of a data query is used in a context where an event was expected (such as the rule’s event component), the event monitor assumes the rule is referring to a data storage event.

The action component refers to entities in the external environment to perform tasks like routing. One may also use the mapping component to map general terms to actual entities in the external environment (for example, a program name), or one may perform these mappings in the action component itself.

**Query Optimization**

In order to achieve effective optimization, the primary bottlenecks must first be determined. A clinical event monitor is triggered by discrete events. We will look at the time to process a single event. One event may trigger many rules to execute. Each rule may require any number of independent data elements, usually belonging to the patient to whom the event applies. The time to process an event (\( t_e \)) depends on the time to perform initialization tasks (\( t_i \)), such as determining which rules are to be triggered, the number of rules that are triggered (\( n \)), the time to process a rule (\( t_p \)) not including queries or routing, the average number of queries performed per rule (\( q \)), the time to perform a query (\( t_q \)), the average number of messages generated per rule (\( m \)), and the time to route a message (\( t_r \)).

\[
t_e = t_i + n(t_p + qt_q + mt_r)
\]

In most systems, the initialization time is insignificant compared to the time
to process the rules and to perform queries. Systems designed to generate alerts, interpretations, and reminders tend to use simple logic that requires little processing time. Since only a small number of rule triggerings tend to result in message, the time to route messages is also unimportant. In these systems, the time to perform queries is the critical bottleneck, and they are called “query-bound” systems.

In systems with more complex reasoning, especially those with recursive or iterative algorithms, the processing time is the greatest factor (30), and these are called “processing-bound” systems. Systems that keep the entire active patient database in a local cache are also likely to be processing-bound.

To improve performance on query-bound systems, one must reduce the time to perform queries or reduce the number of queries. There are several approaches. The time to perform queries can be reduced by locating the clinical event monitor close to the patient database, thus eliminating network delays and simplifying access.

By caching data, one can reduce the time to perform queries dramatically. One can read the entire record for a patient or a relevant portion of it (based on the context set by the triggering event) into a cache before the rules are processed. The bottleneck then becomes reading this chunk of the record. One can include the time to read the record in the initialization time ($t_i$). If the time to read the record is less than the time to perform all the queries for all the rules ($nq_{t_q}$), then this method is worthwhile. In some systems, especially those operating over a network, the overhead of querying across the network (e.g., initializing and terminating the connection) is greater than the time to perform the query on the server or to transfer the bytes over the connection. In these cases, transferring the patient record as a chunk is faster.

Another approach comes from the observation that the triggering event sets the clinical context for the rules, so one would expect the triggered rules to retrieve similar data elements. Any data that are retrieved can be cached so that other rules may benefit. A special case of this can be carried out for events that represent the recording of clinical data. For the rules triggered by such an event, the most common query is to retrieve the data that were stored as part of the event. By simply passing the data from the event manager to the rules in a cache, a large portion of queries can be reduced to insignificant time.

The number of queries can also be reduced. What matters is not the number of queries defined in a rule, but the number actually performed. An effort should be made to come to a decision on whether or not to send a message based on as few queries as possible. By reordering logic and deferring query execution, the time can be reduced. Fast queries should be executed first. For example, if one of a rule’s queries refers to data already stored in a cache because of an earlier rule, then the rule should try to come to a decision based on those data, rather than performing another query to the database. Because of the dynamic nature of the cache, query deferral is best accomplished at run time. It is often easier to implement, however, at compile time, and if the optimization algorithm is complex, it may be too slow to carry out at run time.
The CPMC clinical event monitor is a query-bound system. A study (52) revealed that a rule had a median query time of 36 msec but a median CPU time of only 2 msec. We choose to locate the event monitor on the same computer as the patient database (IBM 3090 mainframe computer). We use compile-time query reordering.

**Condition (Logic) Component**

*Making Decisions*

The condition component of a rule serves three major purposes: making decisions, filtering, and variable binding. Its basic function is to decide, based upon the triggering event and patient data, whether to perform an action. As described in the “Rule Knowledge Base” section, the method of inferencing depends on the event monitor. The reader is referred to other discussions on the issue of knowledge representation (22, 23, 26, 44, 46). The CPMC event monitor uses the procedural logic of the Arden Syntax.

Assuming procedural logic or simple declarative conditionals, the following basic features are necessary at the very least. There must be a way to refer to data defined in the data component of the rule (in the case of active databases, there will be direct references to the database). There must be basic data manipulation operations, such as simple arithmetic to process the data; comparison operations to test for existence, equality, and thresholds; and Boolean operations to combine criteria. Finally, there must be some way to assert whether the action should be taken. This may be based on the value of the conditional expression, or it may be stated explicitly, as with the Arden Syntax conclude statement.

While the above represents the minimum necessary for a useful system, the data manipulation operators, comparison operators, and logical inferencing may be expanded. At a certain point, however, the added complexity of the language detracts from usability; the right balance must be struck.

Explicit handling of time is an important addition. The Arden Syntax supports temporal operators over points in time and implicit intervals (44); other systems have addressed abstract and fuzzy times (53–55). A few systems have added fuzzy logic support to the inferencing mechanism (29). Explicit communication among rules, for example for scheduling protocols (7), may be supported; the Arden Syntax uses direct calls and event signaling for this purpose.

*Filtering*

The second purpose of the condition component is to filter raw data to make them useful to the inferencing mechanism. To serve as an effective filter, the event monitor must have several capabilities. It must have a considerable ability to handle multiple data types, data type conversion, and data manipulation. At CPMC, we have found that in real patient databases, multiple representations of the same abstract data type always seem to creep in. A simple example is time. We use a relational database that supports a timestamp data type, but we...
find in various fields supplied by clinical applications other time formats including strings and numbers. This occurs because developers of the event monitor are rarely in complete control of all institutional applications. For example, an application may store age as a string (“3 months”) rather than the birthdate. The approximate birthdate must be calculated from the age and time of the observation (which does use the database’s timestamp data type). The ability to manipulate strings is critical in such areas.

The event monitor must be able to aggregate lists of data. For example, a series of observations may be put through a trend analysis to decide whether an abstract condition is present; a series of creatinines may help decide the presence of worsening renal insufficiency. The simple aggregation available in SQL, such as count, min, max, sum, and average, is not sufficient. There must be a convenient way to eliminate outliers, perform statistical analyses, reorder values, etc.

Procedural constructs such as the ability to loop may be valuable, but certainly add to the complexity of rules. They may be handy for sophisticated filtering and for carrying out complex actions, but they only make sense in a procedural representation.

At CPMC, the filtering logic is contained in the rules, but it would be possible to create a subsystem whose sole purpose is to perform filtering (31). The rules would then be able to refer to abstract concepts supplied by the subsystem. This would simplify the rules and reduce filter redundancy.

Binding

The third purpose of the condition component is to bind values to terms that may be used in the action component. In this way, messages may be tailored to the patient. This is usually done by assigning values to variables. The condition often refers to the same values in the process of making a decision, so the ability to assign values as part of the condition and reuse them in the action reduces redundancy. It also tends to simplify the action component.

Implementation

The implementation is very dependent on the knowledge representation. At CPMC, we have implemented our procedural logic with pseudo-codes (10); the same approach has been taken by others (56). The knowledge base is compiled into an intermediate representation (pseudo-codes) that can be executed on a virtual (software-based) machine. This method has the advantage of quick implementation and easy transportability across platforms. To add a new platform, one need only migrate the virtual machine, which is generally a straightforward program. The compiler and knowledge engineering tools may be shared across platforms. (The advantage of portability has become less important with the emergence of C++ across platforms.) Because the pseudo-codes are interpreted, however, execution of the logic may be slower. We have found that database queries are such a bottleneck that the time spent executing pseudo-codes is negligible (52).
The virtual machine used at CPMC is a stack-based machine. The pseudo-codes for the machine are shown in Table 1. The “literal” operators place literal data on the stack. The “reduce” operators perform binary operations sequentially on items in a list, so “plus reduce” finds the sum. The operator names are derived from the language Forth (a stack-based language) and APL (an array-based language appropriate for list-handling).

The Arden Syntax has also been implemented in several programming languages, including Prolog, Smalltalk, MUMPS, C++, C, and APL. C++ is the most common language for implementing the Arden Syntax today (19, 28). This is due to the availability of C++ across platforms and the ease of implementing Arden data types in the C++ class hierarchy.

**ACTION COMPONENT**

**Messages**

Several types of actions are available to rules. The most common action is some form of message. Messages may convey medically relevant information to a health care provider, to the patient, or to an appropriate organization (for example, a department of health).
Messages may be stored in the patient record or routed to a particular individual. In most systems, messages that are routed to an individual are also stored in the patient database as a legal record. Given modern networks and devices, a number of routing methods are readily available. Electronic mail, alphanumeric pagers (dialed through a modem), facsimile transmission, and even computer-generated voice messages can be sent automatically by the event monitor. A printed report may be mailed or inserted into the paper chart. A message may be integrated into the clinical information system; a message may appear on a terminal at the patient's location (for example, an ICU terminal), it may appear to a user when he or she logs on to the system, or it may be attached to relevant patient data (for example, the event data that caused a rule to be triggered).

The choice of routing method will depend on the urgency of the message, the availability of the individual, and knowledge of who to send the message to. An urgent message might be sent by pager, whereas a passive informational message may simply be attached to the chart. The most difficult problem in many institutions is simply figuring out whom to send the message to \((1)\). For example, the admitting physician of record is often not the most relevant physician later in the hospitalization. In many hospitals, it is difficult to figure out who is in charge even by reading the paper chart; they are a far cry from capturing the information electronically. A number of solutions have been suggested, including sending messages to whomever has recently looked at the patient's electronic record \((1)\).

It may be useful to define a set of message types. These types may be used to determine the routing and urgency of a message. At CPMC, we use the following types:

- alert—an urgent message that should be routed by the quickest means available (for example, drug interaction)
- interpretation—a passive informational message that can be called up by the provider when needed (for example, anion gap calculation)
- maintenance—messages that are routed directly to a health maintenance information system (for example, mammography is overdue)
- screen—a message generally sent over electronic mail to researchers or the quality assurance office indicating that a patient has fulfilled some criteria
- state—a message that conveys state information to other rules; it is stored in the database but not sent to any user (for example, patient is in step two of a protocol)

The urgency may be further modified by explicitly setting an urgency level (a number from 1 to 99 in the Arden Syntax). The routing of a message will be affected by the rule's validation level. The following levels are defined:

- production—rule may send any message
- research—rule may send screen messages, but may not send message to the patient or the patient's health care provider
- testing—rule may not send messages other than for debugging

A given rule may always send the same message, or the message may be modified according to the context set up by the condition of the rule. This may
be accomplished by binding variables within the condition section and using those variables to assemble the message.

There are several options available for storing messages in the electronic patient record. They may be stored as readable text. This is the simplest method, since querying applications may read the message and display it to the user without further processing.

Coded data offers several advantages, however. Space may be saved by storing a single code rather than an entire text message. Errors in message phrasing can be fixed in a single message table rather than in many patient records. Other rules and applications can use the coded data for further decision support. When messages are assembled using data bound in the condition section, the database will have to contain the bound data as well as the message code. Care must be exercised when altering a rule. Other than to correct an error, if a rule’s message changes, then it should be assigned a new code. Otherwise the messages will change inappropriately for patients who received messages under the original rule. At CPMC we began with text messages and now support both text and coded types.

Other Actions

A rule may cause other rules to execute in several ways. The storage or routing of a message, like any other clinical event, may trigger a rule. Strictly speaking, this is not an action itself, but merely a property of the system. A rule may trigger other rules (or itself) directly. This is often used by rules whose function is to schedule other rules, often as part of a large protocol. It gives the opportunity for the scheduling rule to pass parameters to the other rules. A rule may also signal an abstract event. In this case, the event monitor receives an event notification message, which in turn triggers relevant rules. This allows one rule to trigger a group of rules easily. A rule may start other applications or queue a message to a running application.

To reduce redundancy, a single rule may perform multiple actions. The rule may choose among several actions based upon data bound in the condition section. While this is useful, one must be careful not to create enormous rules that are better split up into separate pieces.

Condition–Action Coupling

By definition, the condition does not carry out any operations that could be rolled back (for example, a database update), so the link between the condition and action is not so important. When viewed together with the event-condition coupling, however, the two coupling options determine how events are coupled to actions (that is, events to conditions and conditions to actions). For example, the storage of clinical data (event) might be rolled back because an electronic mail message could not be sent (action).

We have found that the event-condition coupling options are generally sufficient to determine how events and actions are coupled. Condition–action cou-
pling is largely determined by the action itself. For example, an electronic mail message is necessarily asynchronous. Those actions that are naturally synchronous, such as storing a message in the patient database, are performed as part of the same logical unit of work as the condition.

The triggering of other rules within one rule’s action does have condition–action coupling options. Such triggering can be synchronous with the original rule (part of the same transaction), asynchronous (part of a separate transaction), or delayed (part of a separate transaction and at a later time).

**ERROR HANDLING**

In any environment, there will be errors. It is obviously important to minimize bugs in the clinical event monitor and system down time. Even with no bugs in the event monitor itself and with a perfect operating system and hardware, there will be errors. Rules, which are usually written by many different people and change over a period of time, are very likely to suffer from errors. Syntax checkers can eliminate obvious errors, but there will be subtle errors in logic that are difficult to uncover. The clinical event monitor does not operate on its own, but is linked to a complex environment. As other clinical systems change their vocabulary, schema, data types, and event definitions, errors will occur in rule processing.

Clearly, if there is a syntax error in a rule, it can be detected and fixed. A syntax checker can also issue warnings for constructs that may indicate an existing logical error or that may lead to a future error. Examples of warnings include variables that are bound to a value but are never used, inappropriate uses of data types, and queries for data that are not actually stored in the database (a code may exist, but the data are not really collected).

Once the rules are being executed several types of errors are possible. These run-time errors are generally recorded in an error log. At CPMC, the following general-purpose error fields are defined:

- **error time**—when the error was detected
- **task number**—operating system’s unique process number
- **system**—Unix, CICS, etc.
- **terminal id**—if there is a user at a terminal
- **project name**—used to organize the error log into projects
- **transaction id**—name of the executable program
- **source file**—name of the source code file
- **programming language**—format of the source file
- **error type**—application, database (SQL, IMS, VSAM), programming language, or operating system
- **error function**—what subroutine was executing
- **error code**—main error message
- **error modifier**—error subtype
- **error data**—additional information about the error
- **source position**—where in the source file was the error detected
program data—information meant to reflect the state of the application at the time of the error

The broadest run-time error is a failure of the event monitor as a whole. In this case, event notification messages are usually retained on queue until the event monitor can be fixed. There may be an error processing an event. If the problem is due to an invalid event notification message (due to an ancillary application error), then the message is logged and the next message on the queue is processed. If the monitor is unable to fire rules (for example, if the event-rule trigger table is unavailable), then the current event notification message is rolled back to the queue, an error record is written, and the system is stopped until the problem is fixed. Those applications that call the event monitor synchronously will need to do without the monitor or wait until it is fixed.

If a rule encounters a fatal error, then an error record is written and the rest of the rules pertinent to the triggering event are processed. This could cause a problem, however, if a rule depends on the simultaneous execution of other rules. In general, such linking is better made explicit rather than implicit through the event triggering.

When a rule fails, the following additional error information is logged at CPMC (in the program data field):
- medical record number of the patient
- event type
- event code
- event time
- primary time of data associated with the event
- key (accession number) of data associated with the event
- current rule (numeric identifier and name)
- position in the rule where the error was detected

Nonfatal rule errors are recorded in the error log. The fact that an error occurred must somehow be communicated to the rule, in case there is any processing that needs to occur. In the Arden Syntax, communication is accomplished with the null data type. Whenever some processing fails, the associated variable is assigned the null data type. The implication is that a variable’s true value is unknown. For example, if the patient’s birthdate is requested from the database and it has not been recorded, then the null value is placed in the data variable. The Arden Syntax’s default three-state logic generally produces the desired behavior for null values. If an expression is a disjunction of criteria, and any of them is true, then the null criterion will be ignored. If the other criteria are false, then the expression will be null (unknown). Conjunctions are processed analogously.

Another option is to add a rule component designed specifically to handle errors, similar to programming languages’ “on error” condition. This permits more explicit, and perhaps safer, handling of errors.

The difficult question is what constitutes a fatal versus nonfatal error. The most conservative approach is to consider all errors fatal, but this may be too limiting. The types of errors that CPMC now considers nonfatal are (note that
all such errors are still logged, reviewed, and fixed): the unavailability of an ancillary database or application; unexpected data from an ancillary database; and processing errors such as division by zero (for example, when the rule author mistakenly thought a database field could never be zero).

Some logical malfunctions will never be detected even by a conservative system, and this will lead to false positive and false negative alert messages. At CPMC, we rely on user comments to alert us of problems we have missed (57), and we track how often each rule sends messages with an automated statistical tracker (39). If a rule begins to generate an unusual number of messages (too many or too few), then the tracker sends an alert to the system administrator. The rule firing statistics are also reviewed manually.

As in other areas, prevention is often easier than cure. Adequate testing is encouraged for all rules.

CONCLUSION

Clinical event monitors are beginning to gain acceptance in the health care community, and many vendors and institutions are in the process of developing event monitors. A robust implementation is difficult but worth the effort. The lessons learned developing clinical event monitors at the CPMC and other institutions may save developers time and effort.
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